
Offline Choice Board
Select, Design, Create, Document, & Reflect

Total Request Live
Compile a playlist for your current mood. Your 
playlist must have a minimum of 10 songs. Give 
your playlist a name, describe the overall vibe 
of your playlist and explain why you selected 
these specific songs.

Lego Master
Design your own Lego Land   Draw a blueprint 
of what it will look like.  Then create it.  If you 
need to see an example or just need some 
inspiration, watch this!

That’s Comic-al 
Read an a chapter in a book and draw a comic 
strip to show what happened in that chapter. 
Bring the text to life with images and captions. 

Amazing Race
Create a themed obstacle course. Choose your 
favorite sport, movie, book, or subject in 
school and use that as inspiration to create 
your challenges.  Once you’ve created your 
obstacle course, invite someone in your family 
to try and complete your challenge or race 
them to finish first!

“I’m Lovin’ It”
Think about an item or product in your home 
that has been unexpectedly useful while you 
have been stuck at home. Write a jingle or a 
short catchy song that could be used in a 
commercial to advertise the benefits of this 
random item or product. 

Mad Scientist
Design your own at-home science experiment 
using everyday household items. Begin with a 
question you want to answer. Write up a 
materials list and a step-by-step description 
of the procedure. Conduct your experiment 
and document what happens!

Tik Toc Challenge
Imagine you are entering the 2020 Tik Toc 
Dance Challenge. Select a song and design 
dance moves to go with that song. Practice 
your moves and teach a parent or sibling your 
dance.

Game Night
Play a game–board game or card game–with 
your family members then design a rebranded 
cover for the game. The goal of your new cover 
is to appeal to people looking for a distraction 
while stuck at home.

Nailed It!
Choose a recipe from a cookbook or create 
your own original recipe. Document the process 
of making your dish with drawings and notes on 
paper. Include details about ingredients, 
measurements, and the steps involved in 
making this dish. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iUmhFwD3f2c

